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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we proposed a feature selection
and feature reduction method based on a modified DCA
algorithm. The proposed algorithm select multiple feature
for reduction and the reduce feature set participant in the
process of detection. The reduce feature of network file is
classified by DCA classification algorithm. In DCA
algorithm if the size of data is increasing the selection of
attribute process raises problem related to feature selection.
For solving this problem Dumpster belief function is used
to increase the biased value of feature and feature subset
selection [1,2].In this paper, we proposed a very simple and
fast feature selection method to eliminate features with no
helpful information which result faster learning in process
of redundant feature omission. We compared our proposed
method with three most successful feature selection
algorithm, including Correlation Coefficient, Least Square
Regression Error and Maximal Information Compression
Index [3].For the validation and performance evaluation of
proposed algorithm MATLAB software and KDDCUP99
dataset 10% is used. This dataset contains approx. 5 lacks
number of instances. The process of result shows better
classification and reduce time instead of another feature
reduction.
Keywords: - IDS, NB, SVM, Belief Function, DCA.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet has become a major surrounding for
disseminating malicious codes, in particular, through a web
application. Internet Worms spread through computer
networks by probing, attacking and infecting remote
computers automatically. Computer security is defined as the
protection of computing systems against threats to
confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Confidentiality
means that information is disclosed only according to policy,
integrity means that information is not destroyed or
corrupted, and that the system performs correctly, availability
means that system services are available when they are
needed. Security threats come from different sources such as
natural forces, accidents, failure of services and people
known as intruders. There are two types of intruders: the
external intruders who are unauthorized users of the
machines they attack, and internal intruders, who have
permission to access the system with some restrictions.
Intrusions, in particular, web based ones, have become
increasing threats for important information Due to the
rapidly increasing unauthorized activities on the network,
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) as a component of definesin- depth is very necessary because traditional firewall
techniques cannot provide complete protection against
intrusion. Presently the main threats against network and
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information security are the attack on the network
infrastructure. Intrusion Detection (ID) is an active and
important explore area of network security. There are several
methods used to implement intrusion detection such as
statistical analysis, expert systems, and state transition
approaches, etc., and these several approaches are based on
the immune system were proposed in recent years .The goal
of Intrusion Detection is to detect unauthorized access and
abuse of computer systems by both system insiders and
external intruders, and secure the system integrity,
confidentiality, usability and availability.
II. LITERATURE WORK
A rich literature of intrusion detection focuses on feature
reduction using soft computing and neural network. Many of
these techniques are based on principal of component into a
set of class classification problems. Despite the success of
these techniques reported in different domains for various
types of applications, such as text document classification,
and speech recognition, most of these techniques are mainly
proposed for learning from relatively balanced training data.
However, in much application, the training data can be often
intrusion, where some classes of data have a small number of
samples compared to the other classes, and in which it is
important to accurately classify the minority cases.
B.Senthilnayaki ,Dr.K. Venkatalakshmi [1]explain, the rapid
advancement of computer networks has led to many security
problems by malicious users to the modern computer
systems. Hence, it is necessary to detect illegitimate users by
monitoring the unusual user activities in the network. In this
paper, we propose an Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
which uses a genetic algorithm based feature selection
approach and a Support vector machine based classification
algorithm.
Chung-Ming Ou, Yao-Tien [2] use an agent-based artificial
immune system (ABAIS) to apply intrusion detection
systems (IDS). A multi agent-based IDS (ABIDS) inspired
by the danger theory of human immune. ABAIS is an
intelligent system with learning and memory capabilities.
Matzinger. P, explains the feature reduction method with
using classifier and the details are Synthetic Minority
Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) is applied to the training
dataset [5]. A feature selection method based on Information
Gain is presented and used to construct a reduced feature
subset of NSL-KDD dataset. Random Forests are used as a
classifier for the proposed intrusion detection framework.
Empirical results show that Random Forests classifier with
SMOTE and information gain based feature selection gives
better performance in designing IDS that is efficient and
effective for network intrusion detection.
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III. PROPOSED METHODLOGY
In this paper, we proposed a feature selection and reduction
based intrusion detection system. The process of feature
reduction and selection improves the detection and
classification ratio of intrusion detection system. The feature
selection process used for finding common feature for
attacker participant and feature reduction processes used for
unwanted feature for those who are not involved in the
attack and normal communication. Dendritic cell algorithm
(DCA) is used for the reduction of feature. The DCA
function work on common feature correlation and generates
similar and dissimilar pattern with the help of modified
algorithm. The reduction process reduces the large number of
attribute and improves the detection of intrusion detection
system.
Modified DCA:
Input: S = number of input string
Output: D = set of string as normal and abnormal
DBF= Dempester belief function
Begin
Create an initial population of belief function (BFs), D
Create a set to contain migrated BFs, M
For all data items in S do
Create a set of BFs randomly selected from D,P
For all BFs in P do
Add data item to BFs collected list
Update abnormal, check entropy condition
Update concentrations of output string
Migrate the BF from D to M and create a new BFinD if
concentration of string as matched
End
End
If entropy (normal && abnormal)
Abnormal=high
Normal=low
Pass DBF (abnormal)
For all BFs in DBF do
Set BF to be semi-mature if output concentration of
semi-mature unmatched
Otherwise set as matched
Denial of Service
Attacks

Back, land, neptune, pod, smurf,
teardrop

User
to
Attacks

Buffer_overflow, loadmodule, perl,
rootkit,

Root

Remote to Local
Attacks

Ftp_write, guess_passwd, imap,
multihop, phf, spy, warezclient,
warezmaster

Probes

Satan, ipsweep, nmap, portsweep

End
For all data items in S do
Calculate number of times data item is presented by a
mature BF and unmatched
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Add data item to labelled set M
End
End
METHDOLOGY STEP
In this section we discuss the steps of methodology for
improved intrusion detection using DCA function. In this
proposed model we used some steps they are following:Step1: With the help of Hybrid algorithm we estimate the
nature of attack.
Setp2: Demister-Belief Theory is used to compute the
probability of evidences that indicate support,which
showsstrings are normal and abnormal.
Step3: After the detectioncalculate the entropy of the string,
if its entropy is high, treat as abnormal string. On the basis of
calculated entropy we find the intruder. Higher entropy, is
regarded as the “intruder”, and alarm is raised.

Figure 1: Proposed Model For Feature Based Intrusion
Detection.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS
In this paper, we perform the experimental process of the
proposed classification algorithm for intrusion detection. The
proposed method is implemented in Matlab 8.1.0 and tested
with very reputed data set from UCI machine learning
research center. In the research work, we have measured
detection accuracy, true positive rate, false positive rate, true
negative rate and finally false negative rate error of
classification method. To evaluate these performance
parameters I have used KDDCUP99 datasets from UCI
machine learning repository namely intrusion detection
dataset. Out of these datasets, we create five data set in total
number of instant is 7000 and create five different model set.
These are number of attacks falling into following
categoriesas shown in table 5.1.
We have used parameters i.e. - Accuracy, Precision, Recall
for data sets. So we can calculate the false positive and false
negative rate of IDS, which are performance indicators of
IDS. Precision measures the proportion of predicted
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positives/negatives which are actually positive/negative.
Recall is the proportion of actual positives/negatives which
are predicted positive/negative. Accuracy is the proportion of
the total number of prediction that were correct or it is the
percentage of correctly classified instances. Below we are
showing how to calculate these parameters by the suitable
formulas. And also, below we are showing the graph for that
particular data set.
𝑇𝑃
Precision =
Recall =
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Figure shows data classifying in attack categories such as
Normal, U2R, R2L, DOS and Probe by M DCA method for
generating result value 0.6.

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

Accuracy =
𝐹𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑁

FPR=
, FNR=
𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁
𝐹𝑁+𝑇𝑃
For evaluation of performance, we used a different number of
ratios of dataset for classification of intrusion data.

Figure 5: Data Uploading Process Of The Method M DCA
For Generating Result Value 0.8.
Figure shows that data uploading process for intrusion data
classification of the method M DCA for generating result
values 0.8.
Table 1: Shows the performance evaluation of classification.

Figure 2: Loading Dataset
Figure shows that data selection windows of all type the data
type and initially load the data set for intrusion detection
classification

Figure 3: Data Uploading Process Of The Method M DCA
For Generating Result Value 0.2.
Figure shows that data uploading process for intrusion data
classification of the method M DCA for generating result
value 0.2.

Figure 4:Data Classifying In Attack Categories M DCA For
Generating Result Value 0.6.
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Figure 6: Comparative Graph Of NB, SVM And M DCA
For The DR.

Figure 7:Comparative Graph Of NB, SVM And M DCA For
The FAR.
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Figure 6,7 shows that the comparative result graph for the
intrusion detection classification on the basis of NB, SVM
and M DCA for the generating value 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, and also
shows that our proposed method DCA gives the better
classification detection rate and low false alarm rate.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this we proposed a feature based intrusion data
classification technique. The reduction process of feature
attribute is performed by BF function along with feature
correlation factor. The proposed method work as feature
reducers and classification technique, because of this
reduction of feature attribute, the execution time of
classification also decreases. This decrease time increases the
performance of intrusion detection system. Our experimental
process gets some standard attribute set of intrusion file such
as
pot_type,
service,
sa_srv_rate,
dst_host_count,
dst_host_sa_srv_rate. These feature attribute are most
important attribute in domain of network traffic area. The
classification rate achieved in these attribute is 98 %.
In this paper reduction computational time of feature
selection process is main objective With proposed technique,
consumed time of each algorithm with different reject
threshold measured is increased. As evaluation result shows,
although FFR (Fast Feature Reduction) cannot defeat other
methodologies in accuracy of classification and accuracy
didn’t changed very much, but in speed FFR outperformed
all other feature selection method with great differences. We
used DCA classifier with BF for developing efficient and
effective IDS
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